Rewrite each title with correct capitalization.

1. the hobbit ________ *The Hobbit*

2. alexander and the terrible day _______________________________________

3. the tale of peter rabbit ____________________________________________

4. oh, the places you’ll go _____________________________________________

5. the secret garden ________________________________________________

6. green eggs and ham _______________________________________________

7. the snowy day ____________________________________________________

8. harold and the purple crayon _______________________________________

9. the velveteen rabbit ______________________________________________

10. the story of ferdinand ____________________________________________

11. the wizard of oz _________________________________________________

12. the wind in the willows ___________________________________________
Capitalizing titles

Grade 3 Capitalization Worksheet

Answers

1. the hobbit → The Hobbit

2. alexander and the terrible day → Alexander and the Terrible Day

3. the tale of peter rabbit → The Tale of Peter Rabbit

4. oh, the places you’ll go → Oh, the Places You’ll Go

5. the secret garden → The Secret Garden

6. green eggs and ham → Green Eggs and Ham

7. the snowy day → The Snowy Day

8. harold and the purple crayon → Harold and the Purple Crayon

9. the velveteen rabbit → The Velveteen Rabbit

10. the story of ferdinand → The Story of Ferdinand

11. the wizard of oz → The Wizard of Oz

12. the wind in the willows → The Wind in the Willows